**PROTRACTOR**\(^1\) **PSEUDO CODE**\(^2\)

Step 1: Resample the points of a gesture into \(n\) evenly spaced points. Protractor uses the same resampling method as the \(1\) recognizer\(^3\) does, although Protractor only needs \(n = 16\) points to perform optimally. The pseudo code of this step is borrowed from the \(1\) recognizer.

**RESAMPLE** \((\text{points}, n)\)

1. \(I \leftarrow \text{PATH-LENGTH}(\text{points}) \div (n - 1)\)
2. \(D \leftarrow 0\)
3. \(\text{newPoints} \leftarrow \text{points}_0\)
4. **foreach** point \(p_i\) for \(i \geq 1\) in \(\text{points} \) **do**
   5. \(d \leftarrow \text{DISTANCE}(p_{i-1}, p_i)\)
   6. **if** \((D + d) \geq I\) **then**
      7. \(q_x \leftarrow p_{i-1} + ((I - D) \div d) \times (p_{i} - p_{i-1})\)
      8. \(q_y \leftarrow p_{i-1} + ((I - D) \div d) \times (p_{i} - p_{i-1})\)
      9. **APPEND** (\(\text{newPoints}, q\))
     10. **INSERT** \((\text{points}, i, q)\)  // \(q\) will be the next \(p_i\)
   11. \(D \leftarrow 0\)
   12. **else** \(D \leftarrow D + d\)
      13. **return** \(\text{newPoints}\)

**PATH-LENGTH** \((A)\)

1. \(\text{distance} \leftarrow 0\)
2. **for** \(i\) from 1 to \(|A|\) **step** 1 **do**
3. \(\text{distance} \leftarrow \text{distance} + \text{DISTANCE}(A_{i-1}, A_i)\)
4. **return** \(\text{distance}\)

Step 2: Generate a vector representation for the gesture. The procedure takes two parameters: points are resampled points from Step 1, and \(\text{oSensitive}\) specifies whether the gesture should be treated orientation sensitive or invariant. The procedure first translates the gesture so that its centroid is the origin, and then rotates the gesture to align its indicative angle with a base orientation. **VECTORIZE** returns a normalized vector with a length of \(2n\).

**VECTORIZE** \((\text{points}, \text{oSensitive})\)

1. \(\text{centroid} \leftarrow \text{CENTROID}(\text{points})\)
2. \(\text{points} \leftarrow \text{TRANSLATE}(\text{points}, \text{centroid})\)
3. \(\text{indicativeAngle} \leftarrow \text{ATAN}(\text{points}_0, \text{points}_0)\)
4. **if** \(\text{oSensitive}\) **then**
   5. \(\text{baseOrientation} \leftarrow (\pi / 4) \cdot \text{FLOOR}((\text{indicativeAngle} + \pi / 8) / (\pi / 4))\)
   6. \(\text{delta} \leftarrow \text{baseOrientation} - \text{indicativeAngle}\)
5. **else** \(\text{delta} \leftarrow -\text{indicativeAngle}\)
6. \(\text{sum} \leftarrow 0\)
7. **foreach** point \((x, y)\) in \(\text{points}\) **do**
   8. \(\text{newX} \leftarrow x \text{COS}(\text{delta}) - y \text{SIN}(\text{delta})\)
   9. \(\text{newY} \leftarrow y \text{COS}(\text{delta}) + x \text{SIN}(\text{delta})\)
10. **APPEND** \((\text{vector}, \text{newX}, \text{newY})\)
11. \(\text{sum} \leftarrow \text{sum} + \text{newX} \times \text{newX} + \text{newY} \times \text{newY}\)
15 magnitude ← SQRT (sum)
16 foreach e in vector do
17 e ← e / magnitude
18 return vector

Step 3: Match the vector of an unknown gesture against a set of templates. OPTIMAL-
COSINE-DISTANCE provides a closed-form solution to find the minimum cosine distance
between the vectors of a template and the unknown gesture by only rotating the template
once.

RECOGNIZE (vector, templates)
1 maxScore ← 0
2 foreach template in templates do
3 distance ← OPTIMAL-COSINE-DISTANCE (templatevector, vector)
4 score ← 1 / distance
5 if score > maxScore then
6 maxScore ← score
7 match ← template_name
8 return (match, score)

OPTIMAL-COSINE-DISTANCE (vector, vector’)
1 a = 0
2 b = 0
3 for i from 1 to vector Step 2 do
4 a ← a + vector_i × vector’_i + vector_i+1 × vector’_i+1
5 b ← b + vector_i × vector’_i+1 – vector_i+1 × vector’_i
6 angle ← ATAN (b/a)
7 return ACOS (a × COS (angle) + b × SIN (angle))
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